Dodge sprinter forum

From time to time, you simply have to appear around until you discover the correct van. When
you opt to rent a Chevy conversion van, you will locate a variety of choices. An individual can
easily figure out the Sprinter conversion van for saleonline. Explorer provides customization
choices which can be tailored to fit your requirements. Explorer will provide a wide number of
interior characteristics and configurations. Explorer, among the most renowned conversion van
businesses in the Earth, now sees the Mercedes-Benz Metris as being a perfect candidate for its
most recent luxury conversion van model. Speak to us with any inquiries you might have about
our Truck Conversions. The conversions take the Sprinter to a completely different amount of
transformation that is certain to delight anybody who would like to travel in greater style. Lots
of people go for complete conversion though some prefer partial conversion. Other options
which you will get include, wheel alternatives, grille choices. Another exclusive characteristic of
a Custom Van Conversion is the tinted window made from 3M Crystalline which enables the
interior to stay cool and stop the UV rays from getting into the interior. There are a few Sprinter
camper van characteristics that are shared between manufacturers. See what type of great
contracts it is possible to agree on. The organization provides numerous camper van
alternatives, with several base models to begin from. A specialist conversion company may add
a great deal of luxury and creative options in the car, which makes it a luxurious vehicle with
optimal performance. One is tailored for the company market with connectivity and a number of
seats. Maybe you have a daycare and need safe transportation for those children. The Sprinter
is a superb choice not only as an around-town vehicle. The Dodge Sprinter is a superb family
vehicle. Many suggest that the Dodge Sprinter is similar to driving a normal passenger car
rather than a van. The Sprinter forum is fantastic but you truly will need to sift through lots of
crap to get the handy stuff occasionally. You will be directed to a page with a couple of hundred
options of a wide range of RV classes, each with their special benefits. Related posts. Forums
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abookabouttown 23 minutes ago. Top Bottom. Make Mercedes-Benz Sprinter. Model in. It is in
excellent condition! New tires, new exterior paint, new interior conversion, and a new
windshield. The engine block of this turbo-diesel van was made in cast-iron, so the engine will
last for years to come. The owner put a lot of thought into making this van a nice conversion!
Stock Bring offers! Brand new conversion! If you are in the market for a van conversion, look no
further than this Sprinter in. She is also equipped with a Mercedes engine that has , miles.
Reason for selling is built to sell. Make Sprinter. It is priced to sell and won't last long. Contact
seller for details. Terms of Sale Overview We reserve the right to end this listing at anytime

should the vehicle no longer be available for sale. The following terms of sale apply to all of our
listings. Buyer agrees to pay remaining balance due plus applicable fees and taxes within 7
days of the close of the auction. All financial transactions must be completed before delivery of
the vehicle. Payment Methods: Cash In Person , bank transfer, or 3rd-party financing. We take a
credit card over the phone. All vehicles remain available for sale until full payment or agreed
upon deposit is received by Celebrity Cars Las Vegas When a deposit is received , the vehicle is
taken off the market and other buyers may be lost. All deposits are only refundable at the sellers
discretion. Please do not place a deposit on any vehicle unless you intend to purchase the car.
Deposits are generally only accepted if the seller deems it appropriate for the buyer to have
additional time to arrange for funds availability, financing, inspection etc. We do not accept
deposits to hold a car so the buyer can "think about it". This documentation fee also includes
profit to the dealership. This fee will not be discounted or waived under any circumstance.
Buyers are responsible for all state, county and local taxes and fees as well as any registration
and title fees applicable in and required by the state in which the buyer will register and title the
vehicle. Buyer is responsible for any expenses , tax and fees should they export the car outside
of the US. In the event of an out of state sale the buyer is responsible for consulting with their
state's DMV regarding the requirements for acquiring a temporary driving permit. Nevada law
only allows for us to provide a 15 day drive away permit for out of state residents who
physically pickup their vehicle. Vehicles shipped out of state will not be provided with a drive
away permit. The buyer is responsible for all shipping charges and are generally paid COD
when the car arrives directly to the transporter. Celebrity Cars Las Vegas assumes no
responsibility for damages incurred after the vehicle leaves our premises. Celebrity Cars Las
Vegas cannot be held responsible for any delays in shipping as it is beyond our control. We will
do our best in estimating shipping dates and times to make the delivery as timely and smooth
as possible. Celebrity Cars Las Vegas in no way represents or implies as to any vehicles legal
ability to be exported outside of the US. Should you decide to come to our showroom for
delivery, we would be happy to help with your transportation arrangements and also arrange to
pick you up from the airport here in Las Vegas. Contact us for arrangements. The seller shall
not be responsible for the correct description, authenticity, genuineness, or defects herein, and
makes no warranty in connection therewith. No allowance or set aside will be made on account
of any incorrectness, imperfection, defect or damage. Any descriptions or representations are
for identification purposes only and are not to be construed as a warranty of any type. It is the
responsibility of the buyer to have thoroughly inspected the vehicle, and to have satisfied
himself or herself as to the condition and value and to purchase based upon that judgment
solely. The seller shall and will make every reasonable effort to disclose any known defects
associated with this vehicle at the buyer's request prior to the close of sale. Seller assumes no
responsibility for any repairs regardless of any oral statements about the vehicle. Seller makes
no guarantee or warranty, expressed, written or implied of the vehicles ability to pass any state
emissions inspection. In the event a vehicle fails state emissions inspection, Celebrity Cars Las
Vegas. Remaining manufacturers warranty if applicable may apply. We will never describe a car
as "perfect" and buyer should have expectations of "typical" dings and or chips and scratches
that are consistent with the year and mileage on the vehicle. Buyers are provided with all
additional items that were provided to us with the vehicle. Buyers are to expect that NOT all
used vehicles will be provided with full sets of keys, books, CD magazines, Navigation Discs,
floor mats or the like, NOR will all cars be accompanied by detailed service records etc.
Celebrity Cars Las Vegas will not be held responsible to provide any additional items other than
represented as with the car unless detailed in writing by an authorized representative. We
welcome an independent inspection of the vehicle prior to purchase. All costs and
arrangements for such inspections are the responsibility of the buyer. All inspections are to be
performed on premises or to be arranged at an outside facility on the approval of Celebrity Cars
Las Vegas. Please call if you need recommendations of inspection services available in Las
Vegas. We will review any issues or concerns that develop as a result of an inspection and will
make repairs, adjustments, or concessions at our sole discretion. Neither the dealership nor
eBizAutos is responsible for misprints on prices or equipment. It is the customer's sole
responsibility to verify the accuracy of the prices with the dealer. All Rights Reserved. Make
Dodge. This beauty is priced to sell! Great for taking it camping or traveling the country. It has a
Mercedes Diesel Engine, 3. Battery and all tires are new. All of the seating has Genuine Leather
for a comfortable ride. Model Sprinter. Up for bid is my Winnebago Motorhome. Was in a storm
and had wind damage which has been repaired. New roof and some new panels. Needs some
side panels and generator. Everything else is good ready to roll. Comes with a rebuilt title ready
for registration, passed all inspections. Mercedes 2. Call or text Luciano with any questions.
Located in Chicagoland and ready for your next trip! Buyer to pay shipping costs or fly here and

drive home! It has the complete maintenance record that shows all required maintenance oil
changes, transmission service, etc. Everything else was Mercedes. This vehicle has been
completely converted to the Mercedes European Sprinter badging, manuals, etc. Everything but
the VIN. Interior live-aboard conversion by Sportsmobile with custom 4x4 conversion by
Whitefeather 4x4 Conversions. This van turn heads and gets double-takes everywhere it goes.
Try to find another Sprinter that is as capable as this one. It's ready for the highway, mud,
logging roads, and the beach. Just as comfortable in the remote mountains as it is on the beach
or in the State Park. Great vehicle for weekend adventures, the hunting lease, summer trips to
the beach, or as a full-time vanlife home! Clean Texas title in hand with 12 months of
registration left on the van! I've treated this van like my baby and it's been a member of the
family. Hard to part ways with it, but it's time as I'm moving on to different adventures. The
passenger side ac vent is has broken adjusters, the sliding door electric lock actuator needs to
be replaced, when it's cold sometimes the engine needs a quick restart. These problems are
minor and have been there since I bought the van 2 years ago. They don't bother me enough to
fix but can be done easily. As you can see a lot of time and love went into this moving piece of
art. It was the best decision I ever made to live this way. But, I'm moving on to another chapter
of my life. It's time to buy land and grow a family. It has over k miles on it. But, it has a newly
rebuilt transmission under warranty and the Mercedes diesel engine is well known for turning
the odometer over 1 million miles. I'm willing to wiggle on the price if your offer is reasonable.
Blessings on your journey. It's not he destination that matters Adventure camper van will sleep
3 people comfortably and 4 people in a pinch, and small enough to park on your driveway. Seats
total of 6 passengers including driver. Call or text Model Sprinter Model Sprinter Van. The motor
home is in great condition, the engine has plenty of power, and the 5 speed transmission shifts
smoothly. The RV has been detailed and is ready to hit the road! The interior is in great
condition and it is pet, smoke odor, and leak free. All systems and appliances have been tested
and all work properly. The interior is free of any notable blemishes. This Class B is in
outstanding condition! Exterior:The exterior is in excellent condition as well! It is rust and dent
free. Feel free to inspect or hire someone to inspect the motorhome. This RV is ready to hit the
road! Feel free to email me with any questions or concerns! With the Airstream package, your
on-the-road accommodations come with park-it-anywhere convenience. Exceptional economy
and durability from the Mercedes-Benz engine and drive train means you can relax and enjoy
the ride without worrying about your next fuel stop. This Sprinter Van provides spontaneous
freedom supported by distinctive design, outstanding performance and lasting value. Wake up
to a new horizon every day. Airstream has designed this RV for your living and driving pleasure.
This is a Class B RV with few miles. If you are planning to travel long distances or just going to
a camp ground in the area this is the RV for you, because it gets GREAT gas mileage. Duel
captain chairs in the front with seating for six passengers in the back for a total of eight. Sleeps
two comfortably. Nevada City, CA. Brazoria, TX. Grenada, MS. Sebastian, FL. Lakewood, WA.
Tacoma, WA. Asheville, NC. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. RVs for Sale Dodge
Sprinter. Category - Length 19 Posted 1 Month Ago. Year Make Dodge Model Sprinter. Category
- Length 24 Posted Over 1 Month. Category - Length - Posted Over 1 Month. Category - Length
22 Posted Over 1 Month. Year Make Dodge Model Sprinter ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters
Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. The Mercedes-Benz Sprinter is a
long-running van choice worldwide. Introduced in , it has gained a large following and for good
reason. The Sprinter came to came to the US in While there were some awesome Phase I
models from â€” sold abroad, we will narrow this list down to the model years that made it over
here to the states. For anyone looking for a used Mercedes Sprinter , these model years have
been said to be the best. They are a good place to start your Sprinter search. Still in its first
phase, the Mercedes utility van came across the pond in For a while, it was sold under the
Dodge nameplate, but it was still manufactured by Mercedes-Benz. People loved this beastly
Benz work van innovation and today we still see significant popularity of this cargo van for
passengers and RV conversion builds , as well as for utility fleets as a commercial vehicle. For
many, this price may not be exactly the number you were looking for in order to become the
owner of a Sprinter. A used Mercedes-Benz Sprinter van may be a more accessible option. The
Sprinter is a van that people like to customize to their specific needs, so buying a cheaper used
Mercedes Sprinter leaves a little more wiggle room to add some extras to your new-to-you
Sprinter. Though these will be dated and simple, and most likely high mileage, they will be very
inexpensive. So if you find a Sprinter form one of these years, it will not have the Mercedes
badging. However, Cars. The model year in particular is a well-loved model by those who have
owned one. In , the Sprinter officially became a Mercedes-Benz badged utility vehicle. The
Mercedes-Benz badging is part of the reason some choose this van over others. In terms of
commercial business vehicles, the Mercedes option can make a good impression on clientele. If

you need a large van for transporting lots of people or cargo, this Mercedes is an excellent
choice. Buying used from either the or model years are the only way to have a used
configuration, as was the first year that Mercedes-Benz manufactured this Sprinter model. A
used Mercedes Sprinter from or will definitely run more expensive than older years. However,
they are loaded with options and updated safety features. Mercedes-Benz Sprinter Van
Mercedes Sprinter model years Though these will be dated and simple, and most likely high
mileage, they will be very inexpensive. The newest used Sprinters Mercedes-Benz Sprinter
MBvans Mercedes-Benz Media Buying used from either the or model years are the only way to
have a used configuration, as was the first year that Mercedes-Benz manufactured this Sprinter
model. It looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved, click one of these buttons!
Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service
Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. November in Dodge. My local
Freightliner dealer now has the Freightliner Sprinter cargo vans in stock and is expecting one or
two Sprinter passenger vans later this month. My question: How do I come up with a fair offer? I
know what they want, but can't find any dealer's cost or the like on Edmunds or any where else?
Does anyone have any thoughts? November I thought they had postponed production for some
time so I am surprised and glad to hear they are out. So, is the Sprinter at your dealer made in
the US like originally planned or did they decide to rebadge and ship them from Germany? Mind
if ask where this dealer is? I can't wait to check one out. For those new to this topic, the Sprinter
is actually a Mercedes TDI van that could well be the foundation of an ultimate camper van yes,
even an improvement over the beloved Eurovan. I went there last month and they had 10 or so
Sprinter cargo vans. They had initially ordered 50 cargo vans, and expected all to arrive
sometime last month. While I don't know for sure, I thought that they were asembled in the US.
Per the "rumors" that I'm hearing, the trouble is the lack of Freightliner dealers willing to meet
the requirements that Daimler Chrysler has for Sprinter dealership including separate show
rooms, etc. But there seems to be more and more Freightliner dealers starting to handle the
Sprinters. I received email from Freightliner of Knoxville stating that they now have several
Sprinter cargos in stock, and expect Sprinter passenger vans very soon. If you'r familar with
Sportsmobile who did really nice camper conversions for the VW bus way back in the '60's and
now do camper conversions of full size Ford, Chevy and Dodge vans, I did receive email from
Sportsmolbe TX that they "plan" to do Sprinter conversions "probably" starting next spring. The
only two issues now holding me back from ordering a Sprinter is 1 being sure that I can get a
good wheelchair lift for the side sliding door for the Sprinter all the wheelchair lifts I've seen in
Europe on Spritners are mounted on the rear door ; and 2 how to know what a "reasonable"
offer is? I've done a little more research since last posting. Afraid I have little to contribute on
determining fair price other than the obvious of starting with the MSRP and see if you can go
down from there. The lower not raised roof van is way beyond any minivan excluding pop-tops
with a 63" internal height. Anyway, with an overall height of 74" this means the floor should be
way low like only about one foot off the ground which should make it an ideal vehicle for the
wheelchair lift and I would have to think a rear wheelchair lift makes sense except that it means
most of the floor has to be clear of everything. I also noted the short wheelbase Sprinter is only
" long in Germany, maybe US bumpers add a bit making it a bit shorter than any current US
available minivan, but undoubtably it has more useable space than any of them with a ceiling
over 1 foot higher than the rest. Dimensionally, it is what I am looking for and I would opt for the
passenger van or comparably dimensioned cargo van. The raised roof is out because the 74"
high version can fit my garage and most parking garages and it still has amazing head room.
Although I can see that for an all-out camper one want the raised roof which allows one to walk
upright in the van. I also like the economy and durability of the direct injection turbo diesel
which maintains all of it's power at high altitude. Which brings us to the only problem, they look
a bit expensive. This probably refered to the smallest basic cargo van. The Sprinter site
"sprinter-savvy. Not easy to get much info on the internet - Freightliner needs to get this fixed if
they want to market effectively. I got some of my info from the Mercedes Vito site. This is really
a breakthrough design. The Vito is substantially smaller that the Sprinter - the exterior height of
the LOW roof Sprinter is 92 inches the high roof Sprinter is inches high. We have an 8 foot
garage door and it appears that we will be able to garage a low roof Sprinter IF we can do
something with the roof mounted radio antenna that they all seem to come with. The only time I
got to inspect the cargo Sprinters at my dealer, I did not have a tape measure - however, the
floor is quite a bit more than 1 foot off the ground, it look more like 2 feet definitely more than
my '90 VW Vanagon. All said, I am still seriously considering placing an order -just waiting to
hear from a wheelchair lift installer to make sure I can do what I need to re two wheelchairs. Well
I guess it's the Vito that I'm so excited about and sorry we won't get it, or a close variant. My
numbers were taken from the Vito site and it really impresses me. Best wishes on the Sprinter.

Wearing a large unmistakeable Mercedes badge on the front. Maybe the are coming in from
Germany instead of S. They are then knocked down and shipped in pieces to the U. Once they
arrive, the Sprinter vans are reassembled in South Carolina then sold through authorized
Freightliner dealers. December Here's a lot of info I found on another site. Of particular interest base prices start at 26, Daimler hopes to go from just reassembling Sprinters in the US to
manufacturing them here. Also, plans are to eventually make the american "Vito" in the US.
Looks like along wait for that Vito that I like so much and by that time it will be the next
generation model. By Diana T. DaimlerChrysler will begin looking for a North American plant to
build commercial and passenger versions. Offering pricey Mercedes-built vehicles to Dodge
dealers could undermine the vaunted Mercedes brand identity. But it's the quickest way for the
company to expand sales of Mercedes full-sized commercial vans in the vast U. That's similar to
the premium pricing of Mercedes-Benz passenger cars. In addition to a cargo version used for
such things as delivery vehicles and service trucks, a model with bare-bones passenger seating
will be offered for uses such as airport vans. The van strategy is complex: a.. Within four years,
both the Freightliner Sprinter and the Mercedes-Benz Vito, the luxurious passenger van sold by
Mercedes-Benz dealers worldwide, will be built in North America, possibly in a new factory.
Chrysler has excess capacity, but it may be more efficient to build from scratch than refurbish
an aging Chrysler group factory. The Vito will come to some Freightliner and Dodge dealers in
the model year after a major redesign. The Vito is built on the same platform as the Sprinter, but
has a more aesthetic shape and has the luxurious trim and upscale equipment of a traditional
Mercedes-Benz car. The vehicles will wear "Powered by Mercedes-Benz" badges and have a
high-technology diesel engine used in Mercedes cars in sold in Europe. Thus, shoppers can
buy advanced Mercedes diesel engines at Dodge dealerships. Dodge needs big vans The
Sprinter and Vito will fill a product gap in the Dodge range. The segment is led by Ford Motor
Co. But DaimlerChrysler is counting on Sprinter product attributes, such as Mercedes-Benz
engineering and safety, an independent front suspension, a five-speed electronically controlled
transmission and a five-cylinder 2. The same engine is offered on the Mercedes-Benz C- and
E-class cars and the M-class sport-utility in Europe, with better fuel-economy than the
competition's gasoline engines. The Sprinter will be offered in three different wheelbases and
two heights. Search starts in January In January, Mercedes-Benz will begin searching for a site
to build both the Sprinter and Vito beginning in with an annual capacity of up to , units.
Consideration is being given to using the Chrysler group's Windsor, Ontario, factory, which
assembles the full-sized Dodge Ram Van, said Rolf Bartke, senior vice president of
Mercedes-Benz Vans, the unit in charge of manufacturing and marketing both vehicles. We
aren't likely to approach that number for our vans," Bartke said. Bartke recently met with
Chrysler executives at the Windsor plant to discuss the options. A new U. About 4,, new jobs
would be created. Bartke said the site selection process hasn't begun. The Sprinter is currently
built in Germany and reassembled from kits in Gaffney, S. The Gaffney plant can't assemble
more than 20, units annually, Bartke said. M-B has high U. The first sales were to FedEx Corp.
FedEx bought 1, Sprinters. The decision to rebadge the vans as Freightliners - the commercial
vehicle unit that makes and sells heavy-duty trucks in the United States - came after extensive
research in which potential customers said they didn't want their business vehicles wearing the
Mercedes-Benz name, said Reuss. By the end of January The Sprinter didn't feel ungainly,
despite its size and hauling capability I then saw a FedEx Sprinter this summer and it renewed
my interest. Finally, I saw that they are bringing it here as a Freightliner and I know the cargo
version would be perfect as a platform for a pop up camper. I know VW still makes the pop up
but it is too "pretty" now that Winnebago took over for Westfalia and too expensive. Am I off or
does anyone see this too? I think there is a lot of people looking at the Freightliner Sprinter for
camper van conversion. I believe DaimlerChrysler now owns part of Westfalia so it seems
logical that a Westfalia version of the Sprinter might come over sometime in the future. I heard
that the folks at Sportsmobile should have a Sprinter this month and will then start "engineering
review" for a conversion Sportsmobile did VW bus conversions back in the '60's. I'm waiting to
see a Sprinter passenger van for carrying two wheelchair bound passengers. I drove a Sprinter
cargo van a few weeks ago and was very impressed. While it felt much bigger than my '90
Vanagon, it seemed more "drivable" than a Ford E the other van I'm considering. February I live
in Salt Lake City and I have noticed several Sprinters here that are being used as shuttles to and
from the various hotels, venues, events, etc. Things haven't even hit full stride yet but I am
starting to see a lot of public transportation vehicles cropping up all over the place. I don't think
I could ever own a Sprinter though. So far only the hiboys have been sold in USA. I assume
most personal users would want the regular roof I would personally wait for one that said
"Dodge. You may be waiting quite a while for your "Dodge" badged Sprinter van. They have no
connection whatsoever with the DaimlerChrysler operations in Auburn Hills. Not likely they will

bear the "Dodge" name any time soon. I live in Salt Lake as well, an I have seen a couple on the
road. I realize that minivans are for utility over aesthetics, however, the Sprinter has to be the
ugliest box on wheels I have ever seen. The body is a perfect rectangle with a sloped front. This
van is clearly designed for use as a cargo van, that can be configured for use as a shuttle. I
could never imagine owning one for a daily driver. Unless you drive school buses during the
day, the sprinter would have to feel like a school bus to drive. I've read that Sprinter will replace
the Ramwagon in Who knows. If so, then I stand corrected. My understanding from sources at
DCVans was contrary to the article - that the Sprinters were to remain Freightliner badged.
Perhaps there will be a Dodge version that is of slightly different design? I've driven a Sprinter
and I really like it. I didn't get the Sprinter in any high cross winds, but don't think cross winds
will be a problem at least nothing like in my old '70 VW bus - had white knuckles several times.
I've put a deposit down on a Sprinter passenger van, but my dealer doesn't know when it might
come in - they "think" it is "on a boat". It is my understanding, based on a MotorTrend report,
etc. I was getting worried that my DCVan sources were wrong! I'm not surprised about the
Sprinters being sold at some Dodge dealers. My understanding was and still is that the badging
will remain Freightliner - at least for now. April This will be in addition to Freightliner Centers.
All of the vans will carry the Freightliner name. There was talk at one time of also producing
them under the Dodge name at the Pillete Road plant in Ontario, Canada where the Dodge
B-Series vans are built , but it was decided to keep the Freightliner name on all U. The Vito will
come to the U. The Vito, which is slightly smaller than a Dodge Caravan, is built in Spain. There
is a third, smaller van called the Vaneo that has just gone on sale in Europe. At this time, there
are no plans for it to come to North America. DCV is a business unit similar to the German van
unit, but it is not a subsidiary of the Mercedes unit. DaimlerChrysler is currently looking for a
site for a new van assembly facility. A new plant could be operational by All Sprinter vans are
manufactured in Duesseldorf, Germany. Cargo vans are shipped in "kit" form to Gaffney for
final assembly. Passenger vans are shipped over fully assembled. This is due to tariff
regulations. It felt as strong as my current Caravan and turned almost as well. It was a HC " WB,
low-top roof, 10 seater with about all the options you can get. It didn't seem tippy at all. It felt
VERY solid and you can't beat the headrests and 3-point belts at every seating position.
Although the interior was not what I would call plush by any stretch, it was functional -cup
holders for all the back seats and would hold up well with growing kids. Plus, even with 3 rows
of rear seats, there is a HUGE amount of cargo room in the back. Since I have five kids and
there is no more room left in my '96 Caravan, I am seriously considering this as a replacement.
Has anyone else purchased or considered one for personal passenger use? May I have been
looking at buying a Sprinter but am concerned about a few things. First being the price. The
only place I seem to be able to get any price info is from the dealer and frankly it seems high.
The second thing is the fuel mileage, does it really get 22mpg and is that high way or city? Third
is the options and configuration. When I went to my dealer he told me that the configuration I
wanted was not available even though it is shown in the brochure. Can anyone shed some light
on some of this for me? I have posted a sample order form I received from the Freightliner
dealer showing the option packages and what they cost. The total price shows all the Cargo
packages available, which you would only order one Cargo Package I have not ordered my
Sprinter yet, so cannot verify these prices. I redone the Website for the Sprinter Pricing. This
combination has worked out for us except for the mpg We do a lot of ice fishing with the van
and the AWD is great. It seems that for pulling the Scamp, the Safari is more then we need and
we could get better mileage if we had a different van. I have been considering the Sprinter as a
tow vehicle because of it's 22 MPG. Has anyone considered the Freightliner Sprinter Van as a
tow vehicle? At least on this side of the pond At I should be more considerate. Looks nicer in
red too. Question for yu Everything was done the same way. I don't get it! This computer has a
mind of it's own. Steve, Host. March Man, I really want one of these. Short wheelbase and low
roof of course. The webpage focuses on the cargo versions, especially the big longer Fedex
style van. I wonder why they don't attempt to market and compete with Ford and Generic Motors
in the fullsize passenger market. Not the prettiest van, but really, IMHO, none of the current vans
or minivans are attractive. It is kinda growing on me. Finally, a diesel in a passenger vehicle
bigger than a jetta and that isn't aimed at the lb-horse-trailer-towing-crowd. Too bad it doesn't
have a manual tranny also. Any idea of the MPG on one of these? Me and many of my friends
were shocked about hearing that americans will stop producing the Ram-van and start builing
'our' Sprinter and call it Dodge-Sprinter! The European and Asian vans are so boring and they
make no fun driving them. My company vehicle is a Mercedes Vito ' I am driving this little van
since 7 years, every day terrible! Its uncomfortable, small i am 6'3" , has a loud diesel engine,
and something is broken all the time. My boss had a Mercedes V the luxory version of the Vito, a
passanger van. It was the most time in the garage because it didnt worked and Mercedes Benz

had to take it back. Where are the proud Americans? Not in the Chrysler panning office! In the
net i heard about thoughts of Ford, that they talked about the european Ford-Transit-Van!!!
Whats happening over there?!?! Greetings from Germany. I notice that you created your profile
for this post. Maybe you are just trying to get our dander up. Don't worry. If you want a Dodge
Ramvan, there will probably be plenty left over. We'll have them all shipped to you if you want.
In our company we have the newest c-class, a-class, vito, and m-class diesel mercedes'. The
engine has more than enough power and i tow things all the time becuase i am in the
construction buisness. TO HunterMan: there are a million configurations, i had to spend a
month choosing what i wanted. Its great on fuel Do you really! Otherwise, I want one too! Does
anyone have any further news regarding the new factory to build the Sprinter? I recently heard
of some problems Dodge was having to get a factory built in Canada - plans fell through. I was
wondering if that was the planned site for these Sprinters or not. Is there one in the works for
USA? I'm so excited about these new vans and can hardly wait to see them! June In the past
two days, I have seen two "Brown" sprinters on the road. Even the nameplate in the grill has
been replaced by a plain brown plate. I might mention that the UPS regional facility is just down
the road from us so we see lots of UPS trucks around here. July I am a Electrical Contractor and
do service work. Can't wait to get rid of. I live in Florida no hills I carry , pounds of material with
shelving units. Including 10 foot lengths of pipe. Everyone at chevy and GMC tells me to get the
6. They say the Sprinter will not do the work I need it to do. I also tow a 2, pound 19' boat every
weekend or when the fish are biting! I need a vechile really soon! Quiet, turning radius real
sharp I really value your comments and waiting your reply. Thank You! I am looking at buying a
passenger version of the Sprinter Van for my large family 7 children. I want to get some
feedback from those who have owned and currently have a Sprinter. Your feedback is
appreciated. August Does anyone know if there are plans to sell this van in Canada in the
passenger version? I sent an email to DC's Canadian office but they basically told me they
couldn't let me know because of a variety of factors including industry competition. Gotta love
customer, well potential customer, service. September I am trying to get a new Sprinter in the
next couple of weeks. Anyone who has driven the full size Chevy, Ford, Dodge Ram and the
Sprinter knows the Americans need to go back to the drawing board. Have a G Chevy cargo van
bought new. I was using a 73 VW bus for service work I am a plumber before but needed
something larger after 6 years. I missed the VW's efficiency, build quality, and driving
characteristics. It had , miles on it and felt tighter than my Chevy does at 23, The Chevy gets a
pitiful 7mpg city, 10 highway. Not to mention the crawling around in the dimly light cargo area,
laughable build quality, and the fact that it is as much fun to drive as a living room couch.
Finally we are no longer forced to buy a lumbering, gas eatin
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g, poorly made American van. Armchair - it was nice of you to tell us all of the good features of
the VW van and all of the bad features of the Chevy van. In fairness you should mention that the
VW used the drivers knees as the first line of defense in an accident, didn't have enough power
to get out of its own way, and was substantially smaller on the inside than your Chevy van. With
regards to the Chevy, you are dealing with a 1-ton chassis, a much larger and more powerful
engine, and substantially more hauling capacity. I will admit that 10mpg is low and is actually
lower than most people that I know get with a Chevy van. I am guessing that either it had
problems or you had the 7. I am not a Chevy apologist, I just don't like one sided stories. I think
that the sprinter will be a great van for you and if you get the diesel motor you should get much
better fuel economy. Be a little careful in the wind with its high profile and it should serve you
well. Sign In or Register to comment.

